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Problem Set #1
Consumption Based Asset Pricing

You may work on this problem in groups. You do not have to hand in
the solutions. Caution: Through the duration of the course, I might add new
problems to this list.
Note that there is no guarantee that results will be "nice" or "interesting"

in any sense.

1. [30-09]Show (guess and verify) that in the Lucas asset pricing model the
value function is logarithmic. That is, it has the form of

V (ws) = K lnws + L

whereK and L are constants. Find the expressions forK and L. (Hint: for
this, guess (and later verify) that fraction of wealth invested in bonds,and
stocks,does not depend on wealth (but might depend on state), that is,
there is a constant αs that αs ≡ ξps

ws−cs and 1− αs ≡
ψ

w−cs )

2. [30-09]Take the Mehra-Prescott (1985) model. Suppose that you assume
two states of the economy: recession (s = r) and boom (s = b). Suppose
that the growth rate of the fruit of the Lucas-tree is 12% in booms and
−2% in recessions. If you are in a given state, there is 90% chance that you
remain in the same state for the next period. Suppose that the discount
factor is 0.9.

(a) calculate the price-dividend ratio of the tree in different states of the
world if γ = 1.5.

(b) calculate the return on the tree in different states of the world. Cal-
culate the risk-free rate.

(c) what is the equity premium, what is the average risk-free rate?

(d) write a code which generates a plot of the equity premium and the
average risk-free rate as a function of γ? Does higher γ help?

(e) Does the price-dividend ratio predicts returns? If yes, what would
be the regression coeffi cient of the corresponding regression? If no,
why not?

(f) In the original Mehra-Prescott (1985), the quarterly growth rate of
the fruit of the Lucas-tree is 0.54% in booms and −0.18% in reces-
sions and iff you are in a given state, there is 43% chance that you
remain in the same state for the next period. The discount factor is
0.95. Check the equity premium with these numbers. If you see a
qualitative difference between the results, try to figure out the reason!
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3. [30-09]Show that Mehra-Prescott (1985) implies constant price dividend
ratios in the log-utility case.

Asset pricing with frictions

1. [7-10]Find the noisy-REE linear equilibrium in a model of differential in-
formation where the fundamental, d consists of two independent factors:

d = d1 + d2

Suppose that a continuum of agents (unit mass) observe a private signal

si = d1 + ε
i

each. Suppose

d1, d2˜N

(
0,
1

τd

)
, εi˜N

(
0,
1

τε

)
, u˜N

(
0,
1

τu

)
where u is the noisy supply.

(a) Show that there is a linear equilibrium where the price has the form
of

p = Bd1 + Cu.

(b) Is it a unique linear equilibrium?

(c) Show that the demand of traders can be written as

xi = A
(
si − q

)
where q is the price signal and A is a constant. Write down the
relationship which determines A and explain its interpretation. How
does A change with the parameters and why?

2. [14-10]Solve the Kyle (1985) model with the alternative assumption that

s = d+ ε

where ε˜N
(
0, σ2ε

)
. How do the equilibrium β and λ change? How do they

change as σ2ε changes? What is the intuition?

3. [14-10] Exogenous demand and risk-neutral informed traders (Vives, 2011)

We consider an economy with n risk-neutral informed traders trading a
divisible risky asset in zero net supply. All trades take place at the same
time in a centralized market. There is also a homogenous group of con-
sumers with a demand curve

D(p) = βp, (1)
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where p is the equilibrium price

Each trader is uncertain about the value of the asset. This uncertainty
is captured by θi, referred to as dealer i’s value. We assume that θi is
normally distributed with mean 0 and variance σ2θ. Moreover, we consider
that values are interdependent across traders. In particular, V(θi, θj) =
ρσ2θ for any two agents i and j, where V (·, ·) represents the variance-
covariance operator, and ρ ∈ [0, 1]. We assume that each dealer receives
a private signal, si = θi + εi, where εi ∼ IIDN(0, σ2ε) and V(θj , εi) = 0,
for all i and j.

We want to consider a one shot game where each trader chooses an optimal
trading strategy, provided she takes as given others’ strategies but she
understands that her trade has a price effect. (Similarly to Kyle (1989)).
We will search for a symmetric equilibrium where all strategies are linear
in the price and the signal, i.e., the demand curve of trader i has the
structure of

Qi(si; p) = bsi + cp (2)

where b and c are constants.

(a) Write down the game formally. (Who are the players? What is the
strategy space of each agent? What is their pay-off for each strategy
profile? What is the definition of an equilibrium?)

(b) Solve for the equilibrium (Hints: Think of one set of realized signals
s1, ...sn. You want to solve for the optimal quantity qi that each
trader i want to sell or buy in the market for a given price. The
collection of qi for each price is her optimal demand curve. For that,
she has to figure out how the price changes if she sells a unit more.
That she can figure out from the market clearing condition under (2).
When she finds her optimal demand curve, she will try to learn from
prices. That is, her problem is to solve

max
qi

E [profit when understanding price effect for a given set of signals|si, p]

for each p.)

(c) Show that equilibrium demand curves can be written as

Qi(si; p) = t (E (θi|si, p)− p)

what is t in terms of the deep parameters? How would you interpret
it? How to write p as a function of conditional expectations, t and
β?

(d) If all traders are risk-neutral and have different information, why do
not they trade infinite quantities?

(e) How does t changes with the correlation across values,ρ? What hap-
pens in the ρ→ 1 and ρ→ 0 limits? Why?
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4. [21-10] (All the problems below requires coding. You might even be able
to do them in Excel using Solver, but most probably you are better off, if
you use MATLAB or any similar software. For the solution, submit both
an explanation of what you want your code to do, the code itself and the
answers to the questions)

Take a ring network of six agents. Fix the parameters of ρ = 0.5, σ2θ =
σ2e = 1.

(a) Write a code, which calculates the equilibrium guess functions in the
"conditional guessing game". What is the first row of the V matrix
for which

e = V s

where e is the vector of equilibrium guesses, if s is the vector of
realized signals? What if you change ρ to 0.7? Explain what has
changed and why. What if you change σ2ε to 0.5? Explain what has
changed and why.

(b) Let us define a measure of information diffusion as

1− V ar (θi|si, ei+1, ei−1)
V ar (θi)

.

Why does it make sense (if it does)? Calculate this for the original
parameters. Plot how it changes when you change ρ and σ2ε. Can
you explain what has changed and why?

(c) Introduce six more links, each connecting every second agent. (you
will have a star in the middle) Calculate V for the original parame-
ters. What is the effect of the increased number of links and why?

(d) Repeat exercise b. with the new network, and explain the results.

5. "Hot Money", Chari and Kehoe, 2001 (the excercise is borrowed from
Chamley, 2004)

The exercise shows how the BHW model can be applied to a case where
the payoff of investment depends on the actions of others and on the state
of nature.

Consider a small economy in which a government borrows from foreign
lenders to fund a project. There are M risk-neutral agents who are ordered
in an exogenous sequence. Agent i can make in period i a loan of size 1.
The project is funded if there are N agents who make the investment.
There are two states for the developing country, θ = 0 or 1. Each loan
pays a return R if the project is funded, afterM periods, and the state of
the economy is good (θ = 1). Each agent has a symmetric binary signal
about θ which is correct with probability q > 1

2 . If an agent does not make
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a loan he earns the market return r. Each agent i observes the actions of
agents j with j < i. Nature’s probability of state 1 is µ0. Assume that

1− q
q

µ0
1− µ0

<
r
R

1− r
R

<
µ0

1− µ0
.

(a) Assume N = 3 and M = 5. Analyze the equilibrium. (These are a
lot of cases to consider. It might be that you can design a little code
to check all the cases for you...)

(b) Chari and Kehoe interpret (a more complicated version of) this model
as an illustration that the financing of developing countries by inter-
national lenders depends both on the fundamental of the country
and the herding behavior of lenders. Explain how the equilibrium
you derived (if at all) illustrates this statement.

6. Consider the definition of monotonic signals in Avery-Zemsky(1998) and
show that their signal structure with "event uncertainty" (IS I) does not
satisfy their requirement of monotonic signals.

7. Consider an economy over three dates, t = 0, t = 1 and t = 2, where the
risk-free rate is zero, and the risky asset has a terminal payoff V = F + ε
at t = 2. Assume that F and ε are independent, normally distributed,
both with mean zero and unit standard deviation. The supply of the risky
asset is zero. Assume that the price of the risky asset at t = 0 is P0 = 0.

(a) A unit mass of news-watchers observe F (but not ε) at t = 1, and
form biased expectations En[V ] = (1 − δ)F , where 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1 mea-
sures their bias ( δ = 0 means no bias). They correctly perceive
variances, and invest at t = 1 to maximize

En[w]− 1
2
V ar(w)

where w is their terminal wealth. Show that news-watchers demand
Dn = F (1−δ)−P1 shares at t = 1. What is the equilibrium price P1
in an economy with only news-watchers? Does it equal fundamental
value F? Why?

(b) Now suppose that rational (unbiased) arbitrageurs also participate at
t = 1, have the same preferences as news-watchers, and also observe
F . What is their demand at t = 1? Do arbitrageurs act as “value
investors”(buy when the price is low), or “momentum investors”(buy
when the price has increased)? If the mass of arbitrageurs is m, what
is the equilibrium price? Why doesn’t it equal fundamental value?
What happens to the extent of mispricing P1−F

F when m increases?

(c) Now suppose that arbitrageurs do not observe F , but can condition
their demand on the price P1. To solve for equilibrium, guess that
arbitrageurs completely learn F from P1. Given their knowledge of F ,
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how many shares do they demand? What is the implied equilibrium
price? Is it different from (c)? Verify your guess: does this price fully
reflect F?

(d) Continuing, given P1, how do arbitrageurs compute F? Use this to
express the total demand of arbitrageurs as Da = mφP1 with some
constant φ. What is the sign of φ? Do arbitrageurs act as “value
investors”or “momentum investors”? Why?

(e) Now suppose that the mass of arbitrageurs is m = θN where N is
known but θ is uncertain, due to fluctuations in arbitrage capital. Do
you expect that arbitrageurs will fully learn F now? Assuming that
they still buy φP1 shares with a φ that has the same sign as above,
describe the signal extraction problem they face when observing P1.
Is there an externality here that momentum traders impose on each
other? Suppose that N → ∞ (but θ continues to be random). Do
you expect that prices will converge to fundamentals? Does higher
competition by arbitrageurs always make the market more effi cient?
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